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Scientific description:   
Saint-Gobain Research (SGR) Paris is an industrial research and development center of the
Saint-Gobain group, the world leader in habitat innovation and materials. Its main research
areas are related to glass, thin films and surface coatings, building materials and habitat. In
this  context,  active  glazing  materials  are  being  developed  at  SGR,  based  on  thin-film
technology and electrochromic materials. 

Electrochromic  materials  change  color  when
subjected  to  an  electric  potential,  by  the
displacement of cations (usually Li+) through
the  thin  film,  similarly  to  rechargeable
batteries.  In  particular,  these  stacks,  which
allow  for  the  separation  of  charge  (ionic
percolation  and  electronic  insulation),  use
tungsten  oxide  (WO3-x)  based  electrodes.
Though these materials  are already used to
make  active-glazing  products  for  buildings
and vehicles, their functionality is limited, and
their  crystal  or  electronic  band  structures,
particularly at the interfaces between layers
in the stack, are poorly understood.

These properties are difficult  to characterize experimentally  due to the nano-crystalline or
amorphous nature of the materials. As DFT is a robust and reliable method for modeling solids
at  the  atomic  scale,  the  results  of  the  simulations  can  be  used  to  test  materials  design
hypotheses which cannot be easily performed by experimental work alone.
The aim of this internship is to investigate the atomic and electronic structures of WO3-x, in the
charged and discharged states. Crystalline LiyWO3-x  undergoes several phase transitions as a
function of the O content and the Li concentration, which are not fully characterized. Another
issue concerns the diffusion of the Li+ within the oxide, which is likely correlated with the
actual  phase  and  the  O  content.  The  development  of  a  robust  model  for  this  functional
material would allow for a greater understanding of its inherent properties, and the ability to
alter these properties with dopants or in WO3-x based thin films. 
Depending on the results of the internship, a PhD thesis in close relation with the experiments
that are conducted at SGR could follow, in order to understand the crystal structure at the
interface with the opposing electrode, where a passivating layer is formed, and designing new
electrochromic materials.

Techniques/methods in use: Density Functional Theory, Ab initio Molecular Dynamics
Applicant skills: Knowledge in Material Sciences and DFT (at M2 level); ability to work 
independently and rigorously; scientific curiosity. Programming skills (fortran, python) 
welcome.
Industrial partnership: YES
Internship supervisors: Fabio Finocchi, fabio.finocchi@insp.jussieu.fr (www.insp.jussieu.fr/-
Finocchi-Fabio-.html ); Alexandra Toumar  alexandra.toumar@saint-gobain.com 
Internship location:  INSP, 22-12, 5th floor; weekly joint work with SGR. 
Possibility for a Doctoral thesis: Yes. Industrial (CIFRE) or academic (école doctorale) 
fellowships on demand.

Basic design of an electrochromic device, indicating 
transport of cations under an electric field.
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